Intelligent Mining Solution

MineScape
Plot Designer
An easy-to-use and functionally-rich
interface to create professional graphical
design output without leaving MineScape.
The features
Integrated
Accesses data from MineScape via design, triangle or wireframe
data.
Convenient
Create plots through the plot design functions. All MineScape CAD
functions are available in Plot Designer, so last-minute edits are
simple and easy.
Templates
Create and save frequently-used plot layout schemes to be reused
at any time.
Graphical data link
Design information in the plot is linked to the source data. If the
graphical data changes, the plots are automatically updated and
can be easily reprinted.
Intuitive
Creating plot layouts is easy using specially-designed toolbars for
creating, moving, and resizing the plot viewports. Drag-and-drop
and checkbox functions enable users to easily assign their design
graphics to the correct space in the plot.
The benefits
Integrated with MineScape CAD, enabling users to quickly create
professional output of 3D plots without leaving the MineScape
mine planning system.
3D PDF output provides a convenient way to share 3D designs
with anyone who has access to Adobe Reader version 9 or later.
Graphical data is linked, so plots do not need to be recreated
when the graphical data changes; simply resend the plot to the
plotter or to PDF.

About ABB’s Enterprise Software product group
We provide industry-leading software and deep domain
expertise to help the world’s most asset-intensive industries
such as mining, energy, and utilities solve their biggest
challenges, from plant level, to regional network scale,
to global fleet-wide operations.
Our enterprise software portfolio offers an unparalleled range
of solutions for asset performance management, operations
and workforce management, network control, and energy
portfolio management to help customers reach new levels
of efficiency, reliability, safety and sustainability. We are
constantly researching and incorporating the latest technology
innovations in areas such as mobility, analytics and cloud
computing.
We offer unmatched capabilities to integrate information
technologies (IT) and operational technologies (OT) to provide
complete solutions to our customers’ business problems.
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